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Introduction and preliminaries
A formula E of arithmetic (PA) is said to be a &-formula (n 2 l), iff E is Q 1x1..
. Q,,x,F for some primitive recursive formula F, where Qj = 3, if i is odd, and Qj = V, if i is even (cf. [S] ); and a B,-fomulu is a Boolean combination of En-formulas.
The language of the logic of arithmetical hierarchy is that of Classical r< r' means that r is to the left of I" in the sequence _Z,, B1, &, El, , . . . , and rsI" means that r<r' or r=r'. We fix a standard Gijdel numbering r ' ( rF1 = the Godel number of F) and define some arithmetical formulas and terms:
1.2. Logic HS is given as Classical Propositional Logic plus:
1. kA, where HGLFA; 2. toA+A.
Logic HGL was introduced in [3] , where the author announced its decidability and completeness with respect to the arithmetical interpretation.
The results of the present work make it possible to solve in a uniform way a large amount of problems formulated in terms of provability and arithmetical complexities.
Some particular problems of this type were studied in [I, 2,4,5,6,101. 2. Semantics of possible worlds 2.1. Definition. A HGL-model is a system (IV, [o] , [Z,] , [B,] , . . . , k), where W is a finite nonempty set (of 'possible worlds'), [o] and each [r] are binary relations on W, k is a ('forcing') relation between worlds w E W and HGLformulas, and the following conditions are satisfied: Note that in order to define a forcing relation k of a HGL-model, it suffices to define it only for the atomic formulas.
The o-fragment of HGL contains Provability Logic GL and thus Logics K and K4 (cf. [2] ). Well-known properties of these logics will be often used below. M = ( W, lo], [-?I> ['&I, . . . , k) is said to be a HGL-countermodel for A, if M is a HGL-model and w #A (i.e., not w LA) for some w E W.
Theorem. For any HGL-formula
A, HGL IA ifs here is no HGLcountermodel for A.
The (3) part of the theorem immediately follows from Lemmas 3.3(a) and 3.4(a). The rest of this section is completely devoted to proving the (+) part.
We fix a formula A and define the set Sb of HGL-formulas by: 5% = {B, -IB: B is a subformula of A > U {Ml, loll, 1B v q B: Z:, B is a subformula of A}.
2.2.1. Definitions. 1. A subworld is an indexed (say, by a natural number) subset of Sb. If L stands for a subworld, then the boldface L will denote the corresponding set of formulas, i.e., the very set L s Sb such that L = Li for some index i. ' 2. A brunch w is a triple (L(w), S(w), H(w)), where L(w) is a subworld (we denote the corresponding set of formulas by L(w)), S(w) is a finite set of subworlds and H(w) is a set of triples (L,, L,, r), where L1, L2 E S(w) and r, as always, E {Z,, EB,, . . .}.
3. A tree is a finite set of branches. 4. If w is a branch, then U(w) is the formula AL(w) A A{OAL:
If t is a tree, then U(t) is the formula V{U(w): w et}.
Definition (of P-rule).
Applying the P-rule to a pair (L, B), where L is a subworld and B EL, we obtain the set P(L, B) of subworlds that is determined by the case we deal with: The following lemma is obvious.
Lemma. Suppose L is a subworld and B EL. Then HGL t //L-r V{/jL':
L' E P(L, B)}.
Definition (of M-rule).
Applying the M-rule to a pair (w, B), where w is a branch and B E L(w), we obtain a tree M(w, B). Before defining M(w, B), let us ' We use the indexation purely in order to avoid the situation when L #L' implies L #L'.
' Ay (resp. Vy), where y is a finite set of formulas, denotes the conjunction (resp. disjunction) of the elements of y; we assume that A\0 = T and i/0 = 1. 0 abbreviates 101.
' Applications of the P-rule, as well as of the M-rule defined below, will appear in the construction of the TA-diagram described shortly. The word 'new' means here and in what follows that L' has not appeared in the procedure yet. We can provide this assuming that L' has an index different from that of any already produced subworld. By Propositional Logic,
x E ***.)
:XE ***r-Q : Qc ***r I I , whence, by Logic K,
By Propositional Logic again, for any Q c ***r we have 
The following proposition is obvious. 
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By the definition of Q*, for each y E ***r -Q* there is x E ***r -Q such that x satisfies the conditions of (5), whence it follows:
For each Q c """rand y E ***r-Q* there is x E ***r-Q such that HGLkl\y A A{lD: DE *r-y}+p'(x).
It follows from (6) that for any Q E ***r we have:
For each y E ***r-Q*, HGLtl\y~l\{lD: DE*I'-y}-,lQZ.
Now, (4) and (7) imply by Propositional Logic that
For each Q c ***r,
HGL~QZ+~A~\(~D:D~*T-~}:~EQ*). (8)
It follows from the definition of Q* that for any Q s r** * and y E Q * we have Ye ***r-Q, i.e. y E Q. Therefore, by Propositional Logic,
For any Q c ***r and y E Q*, HGLtQl-++p(y).
By Propositional Logic we also have 
By Logic K, 1.1.4-7, 1.1.9-11 we have:
For each Q c ***Z-, HGLk/jL(w)
It follows from (3), (11) and (12) by Propositional Logic that
Now, since AL(w) A -TC is a conjunct of U(W), the fact HGLlU(w)+ U(M(w, B)) follows from (1) and (13) by Logic K. Lemma 2.2.5 is proved. Cl 2.2.6. Definitions. Below B is a HGL-formula, L a subworld such that B EL and w a branch such that B E L(w).
2.2.7. Description (of the procedure of constructing the tree generated by a subworld L). The procedure consists of two stages:
On each step i of the first stage we produce some set li of subworlds. Namely, 1,, = {L}. Suppose now i, has already been constructed. If all subworlds from 1; are P-passive, then we finish the stage 1 and pass on to the stage 2; otherwise we choose any pair (L', B) such that L' E l,, B EL' and B is P-active in L', and then put &+1 = (fi -{L'}) U P(L', B). It is easily seen that on some step i the first stage will be finished.
On each step i of the second stage we produce some tree ti. Namely, to = {w,,: L' E l,}, where j is the last step of the first stage and for each L' E fj, L(wL,) = L' and S(w,,) = H(wL.) = 0. Suppose now tj has already been constructed. If all branches w E ti are M-passive, then we finish the procedure; otherwise we choose any pair (w, B) such that w E ti and B is M-active in w, and then put
. Evidently on some (finite) step k of the second stage the procedure will be finished; then just tk is the required tree generated by L. And in this case we say that the subworld L is the generator of the tree tk.
Lemma. Suppose L is a subworld and t is the tree generated by L. Then HGL t AL-, U(t).
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 2.2.3 and 2.2.5. 0 2.2.9. Lemma. Suppose L is a subworld, t is the tree generated by L and w E t.
Then :
LGL(W). 2. L(w) is P-passive. 3. w is M-passive. 4. Zf L' E S(w) and q C E L(w), then UC, C EL'.

Zf L' E S(w) and lC E L(w), then TC EL'.
If L' E S(w) and Z1 C E
L(w), then -C v q C E L'.
Zf (L', L", P) E H(w) and -KC E
Sb -L', then q C EL". 8. Zf (L', L", P) E H(w) and 1T'C E Sb -L', then T'C EL".
Suppose (L', L", P) E H(w) and P' <lY Then (L', L", T') E H(w)
.
Proof. For a verification of 1, 2, 3 it is enough to have a look at 2.2.7 once again. Checking of the other clauses in fact consists in an analysis of the M-rule: 4, 5, and 6 are guaranteed by our choice of the set (Y in 2.2.4; for a verification of 9 and 10 have a look at the definition of H(w,) in 2.2.4, case 3; and 7, 8 and 11 are guaranteed by our choice of the sets p, 6' and H(w,). 0 2.2.10. Description (of the procedure of constructing the TA-diagram).
On each step i of the procedure we produce a set T of trees. Namely, To = {to}, where f0 is the tree generated by a subworld Lo such that Lo = {iA}. We shall call to the main tree of the lA-diagram. Action on the step i + 1: we choose any pair (w, L)
such that:
(1) w is a branch belonging to some tree in 7;;
(2) w is not explicitly closed (the definition of what 'explicitly closed' is,
(4) L has not been used in the procedure as the generator (of some tree) yet. Then we construct the tree t generated by L and put z+, = T U {t}. If such a pair does not exist, we assume the procedure to be finished at the step i.
In what follows, 'subworld', 'branch', 'tree' will mean those that occur in the lA-diagram.
2.2.11. Definitions.
1. A subworld L is the immediate predecessor of a branch w iff L is the generator of the tree to which w belongs.
2. A subworld L is a predecessor of a branch w iff L is the immediate predecessor of w, or there are a branch w' and a subworld L' E S(w') such that L is the immediate predecessor of w' and L' is the immediate predecessor of w, or. . , 3. A branch w is a predecessor of a branch u iff there is a subworld L E S(w) such that L is a predecessor of u. 4. A subworld L is a predecessor of a subworld L' iff there is a branch w such that L is a predecessor of w and L' E S(w).
6. A branch w is explicitly closed iff (1) there is a cycled subworld L such that L E S(w), or (2) there is a formula B such that {B, lB} c L(w).
(a)
A subworld L is closed iff it is cycled or it is the generator of some closed tree. (b) A tree t is closed iff every branch w E f is closed. (c) A branch w is closed iff w is explicitly closed or there is a closed subworld L such that L E S(w). 8. The lA-diagram is closed iff its main tree to (see 2.2.9) is closed.
Note that the simultaneous definition 2.2.11.7 is correct if the construction of the TA-diagram is a finite procedure. But it really is, for in subworlds occur only elements of the finite set Sb, and therefore an infinite chain L1, Lz, . . . of noncycled subworlds, where each Li is a predecessor of Li+, , cannot exist.
One more remark. Although the definition of an explicitly closed branch w refers to the relation of w to other objects in the construction, these objects have been produced earlier than or simultaneously with w in our procedure. That is why Description 2.2.10, the clause (2) of which uses the term 'explicitly closed', is still correct.
2.2.12. Lemma. Suppose a branch w is a predecessor of a branch u. Then:
Proof. 
Let L, and L, be the generators of the trees to which u and v belong, respectively. As u is not An analysis of the procedure of constructing the 1A-diagram easily convinces us that the properties 2.1.2 and 2.1.4 are satisfied, too, and 2.1.5(b) almost immediately follows from 2.1.2. To check the other properties, we need the following two straightforward observations. The property 2.1.5(a) immediately follows from ( * * ). It remains to verify that 2.1.1 holds.
ZrreJlexivity of [o] . Suppose W[O]W. Since w cannot be a predecessor of itself (( *)), we must have that for some w', w[Z,]w' and w' is a predecessor of w. But then, by (* *), w' is a predecessor of itself, which, again by (*), is impossible. 2.2.9.2 implies that -C E L(w) and -10 E L(w), whence, by the induction hypothesis (note that lC, 1D E Sb), w k-C and w klD, whence w l=l(C v D). Let L, and L, be the generators of the trees to which u and u belong, respectively. Let w' be the branch such that L, E S(w'). As W[O]U, we have either (i) w = w', or (ii) w is a predecessor of w ', or (iii) there is w" such that w[_E,]w" and w" is a predecessor of w'. Since K E L(w), in all the three cases we have rc E L(w') (2) (in the case (ii) by 2.2.12(b) and in the case (iii) by 2.2.13.1 and 2.2.12(b)). It follows from (1) by 2.2.9.1 that
Then we have (L,, L,, r) E H(w'), whence, by (2), (3) and 2.2.9.11, C E L,,, whence, by 2.2.9.1, C EL(U), whence, by the induction hypothesis, ZJ k C.
Suppose now r= 2, and U[O]V. Then, by (2) and 2.2.9.6, -C v UC EL,, whence, by 2.2.9.1,lC v UC E L(u) which, together with (1) and 2.2.9.2, implies q C E L(u), whence, reasoning as in the case 6, we conclude that v k C.
Case 9: B =lTC.
According to 2.2.9.3, w is M-passive, and, by 2.2.4, case 3, it means that there are L, L' E S(w) such that C EL, -XT EL' and (L, L', r) E H(w). Since w is not closed (and, moreover, w E W), there exist trees t and t' generated by L and L' respectively and there exist branches u E (t fl W) and u' E (t' Cl W) in the TA-diagram. By 2.2.9.1, C E L(u) and 1C E L(u') and, by the induction hypothesis, u k C, u' LlC (i.e. u' !# C). But w is a predecessor of u, u' and hence W[O]U, u'. It means that w klTC. Cl
We can now complete the proof of Lemma 2.2.13. In view of 2.2.9.1, iA E L(w) for each branch w of the main tree t,, of the TA-diagram. First we want to prove the following proposition. 
Assume L and w are as supposed above. Then, according to 2.2.10, L is the generator of some tree t. Let us fix this tree t. Since L is closed, t is closed.
We shall say that it is the height of a subworld L' iff n is the greatest number such that there is a sequence Lo, . . . , L, of subworlds where Lo = L' and each Li (0 =s i < n) is a predecessor of Li+ 1. We are going to prove (1) by induction on the height n of L. Let N be the set of all explicitly closed branches u E t, and M be the set of all branches u E N such that {B, lB} E L(U) for some B (note that if n = 0, then
is cycled; at the same time, all predecessor subworlds of such a subworld L' are closed and hence L' E Z. It follows from this fact by Logic K that
It is easy to see that for each branch u E (t -N) there is a subworld L' E S(u) such that L' satisfies the conditions of (1) and the height of L' is < rz (if n = 0,
consequently, by the induction hypothesis, HGL t-AL'--+ OU. It follows then by Logic K4 that
HGL 1 v{U(u): u E (t-N)}+OU. (* *)
Obviously we also have HGLtlV{U(u): u E M}. It follows from this fact and (*), (* *) (by Propositional Logic) that HGLtU(t)+ OU, whence, by 2.2.8, HGL 1 l\L+ OU. This completes the proof of (1).
Our next claim is that for any subworld L E Z, HGL t l\L+ OU.
Indeed, suppose L E Z. Then there is a predecessor L' of L such that L' c L. Clearly L' satisfies the conditions of (1). Therefore HGL 1 AL'-+ OU, whence, as L' EL, we have HGL t l\L+ OU. It follows from (2) that HGL k lJ+ OU, whence, by Logic GL, HGL tlOU.
Let us now consider an arbitrary branch w E to (recall that to is the main tree of the TA-diagram).
Since to is closed, so is w. If w is not explic,itly closed, then there is a subworld L E S(w) that satisfies the conditions of (1). Therefore HGLtl\L-,OU, whence, by (3), HGLtlIl\L, whence, by 1.1.1, HGLt lO/jL, which means that HGL t~U(w). Suppose now that w is explicitly closed. Obviously the case when L E S(w) for some cycled subworld L is impossible.
Therefore {B, lB} E L(w) for some B and, clearly, HGLtiU(w).
Thus for each branch w of the main tree t,,, HGL tlU(w). Consequently  HGL 1 lU(t,,) and, since to is the tree generated by the subworld Lo with LO = {1A}, 2.2.8 implies that HGL IA. Lemma 2.2.14 is proved. q
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2.2(e). Suppose HGLXA. Then, according to 2.2.14, the TA-diagram is not closed. But then, according to 2.2.13, there is a HGL-countermodel for A. Cl
The arithmetical completeness
We state the following two propositions without proofs; in fact they are well known (cf. [l, 7,8] ). Notation. We fix the formulas En,-Tr(z) and Et,-Tr(z) from 3.1 and 3.2. And let TR(t, z) be the very primitive recursive formula for which E,-Tr(z) is 3 TR(t, z). 
PI>. 0
Let A+ denote //{oB + B, C A Z,C-, UC: q B, 2,C are subformulas of A}.
The following lemma is the main one which together with Lemma 2.2 implies the arithmetical completeness of HGL and HS. 5. The function h is defined as follows: D,,,,! (y, z) and TR(t, z) for somey,z,tcx, thenh(x+l)=u; (c) in all the remaining cases h(x + 1) = h(x).
Observe that the predicates D,, D,! and the function h are primitive recursive. Taking into account that Pf(y, X) implies VX' #xlPf(y, x'), the following proposition is obvious. Proof. This easily follows from 3.4.22-24. (*> Proof. It follows from 3.4.9 that for some w E W, S,,, is true. But, according to 3.4.16 (taking into account that [o] is irreflexive), if 0 # w, then S,,, implies in PA Pr [-$,,] and therfore is false. q
